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FROM
THE
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Joan Hutton csc

T

he last time I went to the movies, I walked away with a
possible concussion.
In our digital age, visual effects (VFX) have made the
impossible possible on screen. Fantastical worlds with even
wilder adventures have made modern cinema an amazing
experience. Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality have
long been heralded as cinema’s new immersive frontier, where
the viewer becomes a participant in the created world. While
both technologies have made substantial gains in the gaming
portion of our industry and other applications, they have yet to
break into mainstream cinema in a meaningful way.
I understand the need to enhance the movie experience. It’s
novel; it can be stimulating and mesmerizing, but mainly it has
the potential of filling theatre seats. Sometimes the enhancements
are good and sometimes not so good.
As for my concussion, I had recently seen the new Terminator:
Dark Fate movie in a 4DX theatre, which is a dynamic motion
system developed in Korea. The plush seating is anchored to a
platform that can roll, pitch, heave and vibrate. The system can
simulate an array of sensory stimulus from rain, wind and scents,
to flying, all programmed to coincide with the action on the
screen. The seats are also fitted with pistons, so that whenever
there is gunfire, rockets or a car rollover, one’s back gets a vigorous
pummeling. Being a height-challenged person and fully involved
with the movie, I slouched down in my seat, and that’s when it
became difficult. Gunplay erupted on the screen, the pistons
sprang to life, but instead of pummeling my back, they were now
concentrating on the sides of my head. Concussion is a bit of an
exaggeration on my part, because I was not injured, not even a
headache. Actually, it was all quite comical. What the pounding
did do was rip my attention away from the screen as I gripped
the armrests to keep from being tossed about while making a
mental note never to slouch in 4DX seating. Luckily, Terminator’s
plot was not complicated because keeping focused on the movie
through these seat gymnastics was challenging.
While cinema enhancements are basically good, they’re not a
panacea for audience retention. The best films are a combination
of outstanding script, a visionary director, stellar cinematography
and solid acting. That’s what attracts audiences repeatedly, not
cinematic gimmicks.

VERSATILITY MEETS AGILITY

CAPTURE TOMORROW

From fast-moving action to rich 4K HDR video, the new Nikon D780 helps your vision take flight. Its unique combination of
autofocus systems offers the best of two different worlds. Optical viewfinder shooting gives you fast and accurate AF, with
innovations including an algorithm adapted from the flagship D5. Meanwhile, live view shooting brings all the advantages of
hybrid AF using focal-plane phase-detection AF technology, including eye-detection AF and wide 273-point coverage. Combined
with shutter speeds from 1/8000 s to 900 s, and advanced video and time-lapse features, the D780 embodies true versatility.
24.5 MP | ISO 100-51200 | 51-point AF | 273-point hybrid AF | 4K UHD, HDR (HLG) video

www.nikon.ca

FROM
THE
PRESIDENT
George A. Willis csc, sasc

W

e welcome the new year and, as expected, the quips are starting to come in – “Hindsight
is always 2020” – and the optometrist advertising slogan will probably read, “Everyone
should have 2020 vision,” etc. Amusing to be sure and something that one can actually
relate to. Hindsight is indeed 2020 and often much can be learned if we think about what that
really means.
The CSC election process has come and gone, and now with the new Board of Directors we begin
to plan further for the future of the Society. Plans that are hatched with all good intentions are
sometimes put on the back burner and we only realize too late that we now have to acknowledge
yet another saying – “should have, could have, would have” – hence the hindsight factor.
However, this is by no means meant to be a negative. On the contrary, it is the realization of not
only what we have to do but more importantly, how to accomplish all that we have planned. I do
believe that part of the answer lies in the consolidation of intent, as well as the implementation
of cohesive thinking.
The Society is fortunate to have a Board of Directors made up of members who are committed
to continuing the work accomplished over the years. Each year brings new thoughts, ideas and
new challenges. The most important factor that relates to this is the fact that as filmmakers we
understand the relevance of the word “challenge,” for that is what we face on a regular basis, and
we know how to respond.
The question that will probably be asked by many is what this all means; what will the challenges
be? What do we need to accomplish? What will our approach be, and the most important question
of all: who is going to do this? I believe the latter part of this thought process lies in the realization
of another saying, “Many hands make light work.” This is not a glib statement.
I would suggest that we might draw inspiration from something that we can all relate to –
watching a film crew at work. During the latest Golden Globe Awards, Tom Hanks, who received
the Cecil B. deMille Award, acknowledged everyone in the film industry who had contributed to
allow him to do his job.
We know that we cannot accomplish our goals without the valuable contribution and expertise
of so many talented members of the Society. It might be timely to offer an example of our cohesive
thinking and commitment to an idea. For so many years, the creation of a new website has been
discussed with all good intentions. In 2019, the President’s Committee was formed with a view to
addressing many issues that seemed to have fallen through the cracks. During the year, a definite
approach was considered and plans began to be formulated to make the new website a reality.
I am pleased to report that the Society is extremely close to launching this exciting initiative, and
I specifically wish to acknowledge all of the efforts of the previous Board and the many members
who volunteered their time in making this a reality. The launching of the new website will be
another milestone in the journey of the Society, and I am sure that this will be a catalyst for
further initiatives and new challenges. Here’s looking forward to an exciting year ahead.
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In The News
CSC AGM at Technicolor Toronto

Credit: Carolyn Wong

The CSC Annual General Meeting was held on December 9, 2019, at Technicolor Toronto. The AGM reports will be available on
the CSC website at csc.ca.

The CSC Executive and CSC members at the AGM.

The Body Remembers When the
World Broke Open Wins TFCA’s
Best Canadian Film Award
The feature film The Body Remembers When the World
Broke Open, shot by Norm Li csc, in January won the
Toronto Film Critics Association’s Rogers Best Canadian Film Award at the 23rd TFCA Awards Gala in Toronto. The honour carries a $100,000 cash prize, the
richest film award in the country. Firecrackers (shot by
Catherine Lutes csc), was one of the runners-up for
the award (along with Antigone) and received $5,000.

Cineworld Group to
Acquire Cineplex
Cineplex Inc. in mid-December announced that it
has entered into a definitive agreement with the U.K.based Cineworld Group. With more than 1,200 screens
around the globe, the proposed transaction will create
one of the world’s largest cinema companies. The total
transaction value is approximately $2.8 billion and is
expected to close during the first half of this year.
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From Our Sponsors
PROLIGHTS Awards A.C. Lighting Inc.
with Outstanding Performance Award
During PROLIGHTS Distributor Conference 2019, A.C. Lighting Inc.
was presented with an award for Outstanding Performance for Single
Product Establishment on their efforts introducing the ECLIPSEFS
to the North American marketplace. The ECLIPSEFS is a full-colour
LED ellipsoidal designed to deliver a full range of saturates, soft
pastels and whites. The RGB+Lime LED engine has been specially
designed and engineered to provide both a full range of colours and
studio-quality variable white light together with high-intensity output.

ACCEPTANCES / AWARDS / NOMINATIONS
Karim Hussain csc (director of photography) Possessor (feature), nominated:
World Cinema Competition, Sundance Film Festival, Park City, Utah, January
2020
Iris Ng, associate member (director of photography) Hey, Lady! (short form
series), accepted: Indie Episodic Showcase Program, Sundance Film Festival,
Park City, Utah, January 28 – 30, 2020

TRUE ROSCO COLOR™

Featuring:
R332 Cherry Rose & E143 Pale Navy Blue

Capture your shot with authennc Rosco gel colors
created by MIX LED technology.
Every gel color in the MIX library has been scientifically validated by Rosco’s
color experts. Patent-pending MIX technology blends six LEDs to produce a
fuller color spectrum than RGBW and RGBA fixtures. With the myMIX app,
complete color control is in the palm of your hand.

CSC Member Spotlight
worked on a lot of music videos at Black
Walk, which eventually led me to commercials. As a 2nd AC working in commercials, I worked a lot under Monica
Guddat and Kelly Mason. Through Jeremy, I got involved in Steadicam. When
I upgraded to a 1st AC, it was also the
time when the film industry was booming in Toronto. As a result, I got to work
with a lot of top Canadian and American DPs. Marc Laliberté csc was also
one of my regular DPs that I was pulling focus for. In 2001, towards the end
of my AC career, I started operating as
a Steadicam operator on commercials
and MOWs and shooting lower budget
music videos as a DP.
Who have been your mentors
or teachers?

Credit: Belén Ruiz

When I was just starting out and working as a 2nd AC, Monica Guddat and
Kelly Mason were my mentors/teachers. As a 1st AC, I had a lot of opportunities to learn from many different talented DPs, both local and foreign.

Eric Oh csc, mysc
What films or other works
of art have made the biggest
impression on you?

I started my interest in film at a young
age watching nature documentaries.
It captivated me and brought me to a
world that was fascinating and intriguing. During my studies at Ryerson, Caravaggio really left an impression upon
me with his dramatic use of lighting and
chiaroscuro.
How did you get started in the
business?

During my early years at Ryerson, I
met Adam Marsden and Jeremy Benning csc through a mutual friend and
started working with them as an AC. We
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What cinematographers
inspire you?

There are so many great cinematographers. To name some: Derek Vanlint
csc, my good friend Jeremy Benning
csc, Daniel Mindel asc, bsc, sasc,
Freddie Young bsc, John Alcott bsc,
Claudio Miranda asc.
Name some of your
professional highlights.

Around 2008, I had an opportunity to
shoot a feature-length documentary in
Bali and relocated there for five months.
After the doc wrapped, I decided to stay
in Asia to give it a try and started to get
commercial work within the region.
What originally was supposed to be one
to three years in Asia turned into eight
years, and it was there that I had the opportunity to shoot big-budget commercials for international brands and agencies, as well as two feature films. I have
since moved back west and now split my
time between Spain and Canada, trying
to focus on more narrative work.

What is one of your most
memorable moments on set?

I was operating Steadicam on a Rolling
Stones music video in the early 2000s.
Director Jake Nava wanted OTS shots
of Charlie Watts, but we were told that
Charlie did not like anyone to be standing behind him and at best we could only
be in his peripheral vision. I managed
to cram the Steadicam fully extended
into the small corner behind Charlie’s
shoulder while keeping in his sight lines.
After the Stones were wrapped, I was
sitting outside the bar when the whole
band walked by. As Charlie passed me,
he slapped me on the shoulder and said,
“Been a pleasure working with ya. A real
professional,” and walked off.
What do you like best about
what you do?

The mix of technical and creative, the
collaborative nature of filmmaking,
the camaraderie of a tight crew, and of
course bringing to life something that
is conceptualized on paper, be it a commercial, documentary or narrative project.
What do you like least about
what you do?

Being away from my wife and young
daughter for extended periods of time.
The long hours. When I was working
in Asia, it was all too common to shoot
for 18-plus hours. The longest I’ve done
was 28 straight hours on set!
What do you think has been
the greatest invention related
to your craft?

The light bulb. But to be more current,
especially since we are starting a new decade, I would say the Steadicam, modern sensors with their increased sensitivity and dynamic range, and wirelessly
controlled RGBW LED lights.
How can others follow your
work?

Through Instagram: @ericoh_csc and
Vimeo: vimeopro.com/ericoh/dop
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Cinematographer Christian Bielz (associate member) on the set of Love at Look Lodge.

Credit: Sise Drummond

DP Christopher Ball csc on the set of Still the Water in PEI, filming lobster “setting
day” at 5 a.m.

Credit: Max McGuire

Credit: Edith Cole

On Set

Credit: Mel Stojanovski

Associate member Dennis Grishnin on the set of a Top Shop spot.

Credit: Petr Maur

Director Olivia D’Oliveira and DP John Ker (associate member) shooting music video
“Waist Down” by Adeline, produced by OPC.

Director Patrick White, first AC Ian Carleton, cinematographer Scott McIntyre
(associate member) and sound recordist Julie Zhu on the set of feature film
Queen of Spades.
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The Cooke Look

®

Photo: Fredi Devas

The Original Since 1894

MINI

S4I

T2.8 Primes

“I’ve used Cooke lenses before
and always loved them.
I filmed elephant seals fighting
for the Antarctica episode. I wanted
to try and make the sequences feel
and look different to others I’d seen
shot, but they are a challenge to film —
huge behemoths up to 18ft long and
8000lbs. Thousands of them turn up in
mating season and the males prepare to fight
for their right to breed. The miniS4/i’s were
great as the size and weight of them allowed
me to use them hand-held on a MōVI Pro
gimbal to get among them, capture the feel
of the combat and creatively control the
visual scene. But it’s no easy job moving
around these monsters. I was frequently
having to jump out of the way as one animal
charged another, while others charge past
you to escape. It’s one of the most amazing
places I’ve ever been.

Outside of the flora and fauna, it’s the huge
amounts of time we have to invest and of
course the extreme demands we place on
the kit, due to the environments we subject
them to. I am happy to say that the
miniS4/i’s performed flawlessly in every
situation.”
Mark MacEwen
Director of Photography
BBC Seven Worlds, One Planet

British Optical Innovation and Quality Since 1894.

cookeoptics.com
T: +44 (0)116 264 0700

Cooke Americas
cookeamericas.com
T: +1-973-335-4460
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Dead Men’s Tales

Samy Inayeh csc Brings

CORONER
to Life
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By Fanen Chiahemen

I

n the CBC series Coroner, Jenny Cooper (Serinda Swan) is
a recently widowed Toronto coroner who investigates unexplained deaths, using not only her expertise but also her
intuition to solve crimes. Also starring are Roger Cross as Detective Donovan McAvoy, who works alongside Cooper; Ehren Kassam as Cooper’s bereaved teenage son Ross; and Éric
Bruneau as Cooper’s love interest Liam. The first season of the
one-hour drama premiered in January 2019 as the highest-rated
new drama series on CBC in more than four years, garnering
up to one million viewers by the end of the season. Inspired
by M.R. Hall’s series of books and created for television by
Morwyn Brebner (Saving Hope, Rookie Blue), Coroner is produced by Back Alley Films, Muse Entertainment and Cineflix
Studios, with Adrienne Mitchell (Durham County, Bellevue)
serving as lead director and executive producer. Samy Inayeh
csc, who shot both Seasons One and Two, takes Canadian
Cinematographer behind the scenes of the show.

We’re not making a
cop show or a crime
show, and we’re not
making a drama, but
we’re trying to make
something where those
two worlds kind of flow
together seamlessly.”

Canadian Cinematographer: How would
you describe the look of Coroner?
Samy Inayeh cs c : One of the things that we looked at with
Adrienne Mitchell was we knew we were making a show that is
one part crime procedural and another part a very layered family
drama. So I think trying to find the balance of we’re not making
a cop show or a crime show, and we’re not making a drama, but
we’re trying to make something where those two worlds kind
of flow together seamlessly. And we decided we wanted to go
much more for a cinematic approach to our television world, so
we tried to shoot the show as if it was a feature film and not rely
on quick cutting and the camera constantly moving. We tried
to use wider lenses most of the time as much as possible, shoot
closer to the actors and try to keep a very specific point of view
in terms of how we light and cover the scenes. The approach
seemed to be that if we were smart and made the right choices,
we could make a show that has a cinematic look and still execute
it on a really tight timeline.

Credit: Elly Dassas

CC: How do the show’s different
locations affect your approach?

Samy Inayeh (centre) with grip, George
Laramee (left) and assistant director, Derek
Filiatrault (right). Main Photo: Serinda Swan
as Jen Cooper examining a corpse.

SI: One of things that surprised me in Season One that didn’t
get much easier, and in fact got much more difficult in Season
Two, is that it’s a very ambitious show. We spent most of our
time on the road shooting on location, which is very demanding
on the budget and the crew. We had to move around to a lot of
different locations, spend most of our days on the road, do a
unit move or two in a day. We shot in Ajax, Brampton, Parkdale,
Queen Street West and East. We really moved around the city
Canadian Cinematographer - February 2020 •
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Above: (L-R) Therapist Dr. Neil Sharma, played by Saad
Siddiqui, with Dr. Jenny Cooper, played by Serinda Swan.
Right: Serinda Swan as Dr. Jenny Cooper in episode 2 of
Coroner season 2.

I really liked the Master
Primes because it was nice
to start with a perfect image
that I could break down if
I wanted to, and I found
that I approached things in
a much more intuitive way
when it comes to filtration.”

of Toronto between the two seasons and we really captured a
lot of Toronto, but it was a challenge. Much of what we were
doing, for the sake of speed, was taking light away just to create
contrast and shape. Our style was stylized naturalism, which is
where we really just enhanced what the location was providing
us in terms of practical lighting and windows, and making
choices in terms of how we blocked the scenes, taking the most
advantage of the locations we were shooting in. But also, because
we weren’t able to pre-rig and put lights everywhere, we really
just enhanced, borrowed or built on top of what was already
there in terms of the practical lighting, and we used LEDs to
light the space and supplement what was already happening in
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those locations. Very much what we did was rely heavily on the
grip department to put up blacks and block light and take light
away so that we could create shape and contrast and mood to
the imagery. This quick and adaptive approach, which was often
very improvisational, was made possible due to my incredible
lighting and grip teams led by gaffer Chris Harmsworth and
key grip Chris Toudy. Having done a few shows together now,
including Season One, they are in tune with my approach and
always ready with the tools we rely on to sculpt our look and do
it very efficiently.
CC: How do you factor in what is happening
dramatically into the lighting?
SI: For me, lighting on this show should always try and reflect
the interiors of the characters; it is something we really strive
to do. We shoot in a lot of real locations and even though we
are building off of the environment, we still always try to bring
it back to the character or the heart of the scene. I feel like we
got bolder this season as well by trying not to follow too many
rules in the lighting. So in a lot of our spaces that we return
to from episode to episode, like Jenny’s house, the Coroner’s
office interiors, we just changed it all the time – hard light
coming through the windows sometimes, sometimes just soft
ambience, which lights were on or off, didn’t matter what we did
last time, we just went with what felt right for where we were in
the story, the time of day, the context of that episode, but always
where the characters were emotionally. I’m really proud of this
approach, and the more I shoot the more I don’t worry about a
lot of the things I used to worry about and focus more on what
is going to draw the viewer into the story and the characters.

CC: Jenny also has a country house in rural
Ontario where she stays sometimes. Can you
talk about shooting night scenes there?
SI: There is really nothing around that house; it’s just fields
and trees as far as you can see, with almost no artificial light
anywhere to build on, so every time we had to do night exterior
work there, we’d have to basically build the lighting from
scratch. Oftentimes we would just light the actors with a big soft
source, and then we would spend the rest of the time lighting
the backgrounds for depth. We try not to rely on backlight as
much as possible on this show. We were often working on the
edge here, trying to keep as much as possible a “true” night look
that felt quite dark despite the fact that we had to light it all
up so the audience could still see the environment. We would
sometimes be able to light from the house but never if it didn’t
feel realistic, and occasionally we had car headlights or an LED
lantern, but the rest of the time we had to build it. We did rely
on something we called the lobster light, because it resembled
a lobster trap. It’s essentially a bunch of curved pipes to make a
cylindrical cage that we then hung a bunch of SkyPanel S60cs
in and then covered in magic cloth and hard fixed to a lift. We’d
usually have this close to our set, to give us a nice ambience.
All the lamps are controlled wirelessly from my gaffer’s iPad on
the ground so we could dial in just the right amount of fill or
ambience by dimming and not affecting the colour temperature.
This was a huge asset when we were doing this kind of work.
CC: What influenced your choice of camera and
lens package?

SI: I chose to use an ALEXA Mini. Most of the time, we put
it on a dolly with a Ronin 2 and a set of Alpha Wheels, and we
could operate the camera wirelessly. It saved us a lot of time in
the studio. We could pair the camera on the Ronin and dolly
with either an Isolator head or a Black arm and just move the
camera very freely without laying track or dance floor and save
a lot of setup time. We have one of the best dolly grips I’ve ever
worked with, Johnny Wersta, and he loves to move the camera,
so we could find shots with movement and not have to worry
about adding time to our days. Our A cam Steadicam operator
Keith Murphy and Johnny had a real shorthand, so using
headsets we could improvise during the shot and find things
really easily. It was a lot of fun to work this way. In terms of
lenses, we used Master Primes. I really liked the Master Primes
because it was nice to start with a perfect image that I could
break down if I wanted to, and I found that I approached things
in a much more intuitive way when it comes to filtration. We also
carried a set of Sigma Cinema primes, which I quite love and
mix really well with the Master Primes. They are an affordable
option to have in the package and we really loved the size and
weight. We would often just go with these for more vigorous
handheld work. Also, for quick rigs, shooting in cars, we could
get the camera in some more tight spaces when we stripped
it down with one of these lenses. It’s also really nice to have a
second set of primes if you need to splinter a camera for a quick
second unit moment. Another application was Jenny having
an anxious moment searching her house in a panic for missing
meds that she may have inadvertently poisoned her father with.
We used a Walter Klassen Far-Out rig with a mini on Serinda
Swan. Physically, this kind of shot can be very difficult since the
actor is wearing the camera. Putting on a Sigma 20 mm for this
Canadian Cinematographer - February 2020 •
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Credit: Elly Dassas

Inayeh (left) with lead director/executive director, Adrienne Mitchel (middle right) and crew on location in Pickering, Ontario, for Coroner, Season Two.

Adrienne really likes a journey; she
likes to move with her characters
and uncover things with them. She
cares about her characters and
wants the audience to feel what
they feel and wants the visuals to
reflect their feelings as well.”
work gave Serinda a bit less weight and allowed her to do some
impressive stuff for this shot. We’ve used these lenses like this
for two seasons now and it really helps us out a lot. Adrienne
Mitchell really likes to experiment, so when shooting some of
the more intimate moments between Jen and the bodies she has
to examine we often use ARRI tilt and shifts to take us into a
new sort of narrative space. But for dream sequences, flashbacks,
and more intense scenes over the last two seasons, due in part
to Adrienne’s love for experimentation and what she would call
a more “impolite” and more “imperfect” approach, we have
thrown a bunch of unique lensing into the show from tilt and
shifts, lensbabys, Probe lenses, anamorphic lenses and Petzval
lenses. This excitement for visual experimentation is another
reason why this show is so much fun to shoot.
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CC: How does the fact that Jenny uses her
intuition a lot to solve crimes play into your
work as a cinematographer?
SI: It definitely does. I think that’s why we get away with the
show having a bolder look and having a bit more attitude visually.
The show is very much from Jen Cooper’s point of view; it’s very
subjective storytelling. We always see what Jenny sees; we’re
never on the outside of Jenny’s perspective. A lot of the time,
the camera’s very close to her or we’re behind her, following her,
seeing what she sees and experiencing what she experiences.
We really try to not expose the audience to information visually
before she sees it; it keeps the show interesting and adds a layer
of mystery and sophistication to the storytelling that we really
like. Adrienne really likes a journey; she likes to move with her
characters and uncover things with them. She cares about her
characters and wants the audience to feel what they feel and
wants the visuals to reflect their feelings as well. So this idea
of journey is that the camera is with them, which allows us to
create longer shots and not have to shoot a lot of coverage. We
design some really fun shots that are tough to execute and light,
but it’s always worth it and I think brings our show closer to an
approach more commonly seen in feature films.
Season Two of Coroner began airing from January 6 on
Mondays at 9 p.m. and is also available on CBC Gem.
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Letterk

Small-Town Life Goes

Jared Keeso, Michelle Mylett, K Trevor Wilson and Nathan Dales
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kenny
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Jim Westenbrink

By Fanen Chiahemen
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roduced by New Metric Media, the popular, award-winning sitcom Letterkenny – created by Jared Keeso and
directed by Jacob Tierney – centres around two friends,
Wayne (Keeso) and Daryl (Nathan Dales), living in the fictional
small town of Letterkenny, Ontario (loosely based on Keeso’s
real-life hometown of Listowel). The comedy series examines
small-town life through the lens of the various characters who
inhabit Letterkenny and frequently clash with each other, including the farmers (also known as the “hicks”), the local drug
users (the “skids”), the out-of-towners, the hockey players (the
“jocks”), and the natives who live on the reservation on the outskirts of town.
The show first debuted in 2013 as a YouTube series called
Letterkenny Problems before it was commissioned as a series by
Bell Media in March 2015 with New Metric Media and began
streaming on Crave in February 2016. At the 2019 Canadian
Screen Awards, Letterkenny won Best Writing, Directing, Lead
Actor and Casting, with DP Jim Westenbrink csc winning for
Best Photography in a Comedy Program or Series. The seventh
season of Letterkenny kicked off in October 2019 with another
seven new episodes streaming from Christmas 2019.

csc

The show’s popularity is also picking up steam in the United
States, with the subscription service Hulu announcing last May
that it had acquired exclusive U.S. rights to Letterkenny and all
future seasons, and the platform premiered the seventh season
of the series as a Hulu Original in October. Meanwhile, the New
Yorker magazine recently described the series as “exquisitely
weird” but “shockingly good-hearted.”
Westenbrink, who has shot the series since its move from the
web to TV, explains that the show’s surreal trademark was created quite organically and collaboratively from the start. “Nobody really had any idea what they were looking for; we kind
of just collaborated all of us together with our own visions,” the
DP says. “Everybody brought something different. I think Jared
Keeso brings the creativity and the writing and the growing up
in the small town of Listowel. I grew up in a small town, in Orangeville, and I can understand the same kind of characters that
are in that town. So everyone brought their own visions of these
characters and how they would turn out, and we just ran with it.
It was quite a collaboration. After the first season, we knew we
had something good.”
Keeping things simple and streamlined appears to be the key
to the show’s continued success, Westenbrink indicates. The
series is shot in Sudbury, and the crew typically block shoots

“I think it’s popular because everyone grows up in small towns, whether it’s small-town Canada
or small-town U.S.A. You can relate to farm boys, hockey boys, tree huggers, skids. And it’s funny,”
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(L-R)
Julia Burch, Vanessa
Matsui and Lauren
Burch.
Michelle Mylett and
Tyler Hynes.
Brooke Bruce,
Jonathan Torrens and
Sarah Wayne Callies.
Dylan Cook, Jade
Willoughby, Braldey
Trudea, Kate Beirness,
Tessa Bonhomme and
Tiio Horn.
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Jared Keeso, Jared Abrahmson and Nathan Dales.

seven half-hour episodes in 20 days. “Our average workday is 8
till 6,” he says. “We move along quick. Some days we’ve actually
shot 24 pages. And we don’t do 100 takes. As soon as we have
something we like, we move on. So we do one to three takes and
move on.” The production shoots most interior scenes during
the winter block, when it tends to get dark in Sudbury as early as
4 p.m., while the summer block is usually reserved for shooting
exterior scenes.
The northern location helps create the show’s scenic backdrop,
Westenbrink says. “Shooting in Sudbury is almost like shooting
on the moon sometimes because there are picturesque clouds
that form in the sky and are unbelievable, so that’s kind of why
they shoot there,” he says.
But shooting in Sudbury does come with its challenges because of the distance to most facilities. “It’s not like you can just
go next door and get another lens or another camera body or
whatever,” the DP observes. “Keslow’s been really good with us.
All our lighting and grip packages comes from Whites, and it’s a
combo package, so it’s a mixture of HMIs and tungsten lighting.
It goes everywhere with us and we keep it tight.”
Still he tries to make use of the natural light, relying on backlighting as much as he can. “We schedule different times of day
to shoot different scenes if it’s going to look better,” he reveals.

“We fight the weather many times with the rain because we don’t
really have any rain cover so to speak. And the only set that we
have is the interior of the farmhouse kitchen set and the hockey
boys’ locker bathroom. Everything else is kind of on location.
So if it’s snowing and it’s cold and it’s raining, we’re out there.
“We’ve been in that situation where it’s been pouring rain or
snowing, and we’ve said, ‘Okay, well, this is ridiculous, we can’t
have this scene outside,’ and we just change it to something
else,” he continues. “And the good thing about having Jacob and
Jared there is they’re the writers and creators of the show, so we
can just creatively make a decision.”

“Everybody brought something different. Jared
Keeso brings the creativity and the writing and the
growing up in the small town of Listowel. I grew up
in a small town, in Orangeville, and I can understand
the same kind of characters that are in that town.”
Canadian Cinematographer - January 2020 •
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Jim Westenbrink csc winning a CSA Award for
Letterkenny.

When shooting inside, such as in bars
or arenas, Westenbrink’s main strategy
is to simply enhance the existing practicals. “Like if it’s tungsten, we’ll use
tungsten or mixed lighting or whatever.
I try not to over-complicate things so we
can get more shots,” he explains. “Sometimes we have had 90-plus two-camera
setups a day.”
Having shot the series on the Sony
F55 since the first season, Westenbrink
will be making the switch to the Sony
VENICE. “I just thought it was time to
switch from a 20-year-old camera. And
we’re probably going to end up shooting
4K RAW. I think it’ll just give us better
image quality,” he says.
He operated the camera on Season
One, and then as the show became
more popular – and more lucrative –
they were able to bring in another operator, although Westenbrink still operates scenes shot on the ice. “We have ice
rigs for the hockey stuff. I’m not a bad
skater, so I’m one of the guys who skates
around with one of those dollies on ice,
which is kind of fun,” he says.
For lenses, his staples are a full set of
Master Primes and two long zooms.
“And we have lots of NDs and ND grads
because we want to take down the sky
and stuff when we’re outside to try and
get the detail in the clouds,” he explains.
Letterkenny’s signature symmetrical
framing is Tierney’s aesthetic, Westenbrink reveals. “Jacob likes to have

symmetry,” he says. “So all our shots are
kind of based on that, all our wide shots,
our establishing shots are all very symmetrical.”
Fight scenes are a staple on the show,
with Wayne frequently compelled to
prove himself as “the toughest guy in
Letterkenny.” The fight scenes are shot
at 60 frames with two handheld cameras, Westenbrink says. “It’s a lot of fun,
and those fights are rehearsed ahead of
time so we’re not waiting and doing lots
of setups,” he explains. “The challenge
is some of these fights always happen at
night, so you need a little more light to
compensate for the 60 frames. Or you
need faster lenses, and that’s when we
use the Master Primes.”
After 35 years in the business, Westenbrink reveals there are not too many
curveballs thrown at him on Letterkenny. “For me it’s all about lighting. We
never get so out of control that it’s going
to be too much,” he says, noting that his
camera operator Bill Buttery and first
AC Tony Lippa have been with him for
more than 20 years and started the Letterkenny journey together.
Westenbrink credits the show’s popularity both at home and in the States
to its relatability. “I think it’s popular
because everyone grows up in small
towns, whether it’s small-town Canada
or small-town U.S.A. You can relate to
farm boys, hockey boys, tree huggers,
skids – everybody has these characters
in their town, especially in small towns,
so I think lots of people can relate to the
show. And it’s funny,” he says. “And I
think the live shows have really helped.”
(A 26-city Letterkenny Live! tour began
in February 2018, and a major North
American tour was announced recently,
scheduled to kick off in Moncton this
month and end in Los Angeles this
spring).
“It’s a great little show that we’re on,
absolutely,” the DP muses. “Because,
creatively, we can make the decisions
right there on set and we all have fun
doing it. And I think not overthinking
a lot of this stuff and just hammering it
home is great. And that’s what makes it
a fun show. It’s probably one of the most
fun shows I’ve ever worked on.”
Canadian Cinematographer - February 2020 •
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Meet the Next
Gen Cine Cam
It’s not every day you get to witness the dawn
of new generation. Ruggedly built. Compact
and lightweight. Uncluttered and intuitive.
Unassuming at first glance, Z CAM’s revolutionary
new E2 flagship series – including the Super
35mm 6K E2-S6, full-frame 6K E2-F6 and 8K E2F8 – turns out to be a surprisingly powerful and
highly capable line of pro cine cams. Available in
standard EF, with interchangeable-mount options
for PL and more, these super-versatile workhorses
can record in ProRes, H.265 and RAW at a range
of frame rates with wide DNR, making them
perfect for multiple applications, from A, B to C
cam or even BTS. And their modular design opens
them up to infinite varieties of customization.
Come to Vistek to see for yourself.
Z CAM IS AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY IN CANADA AT VISTEK
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Animal Instincts
Jeff Wheaton Lenses

MURMUR
By Fanen Chiahemen
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n the feature film Murmur, protagonist Donna has been sentenced to community service at a local animal shelter after
getting a DUI conviction. Estranged from her daughter and
living alone, Donna, who is in her sixties, brings home an elderly dog from the shelter before he can be put down. Her loneliness eased, Donna continues to adopt pets from the shelter in
an effort to further fill the void in her life, and soon enough she
realizes the task of caring for her menagerie of creatures is more
than she can handle.
Most of the characters in the feature debut from Halifax-based
filmmaker Heather Young – whose short films Fish (2016)
and Milk (2017) were selected for the Canada’s Top Ten Film
Festival – are played by non-actors, including the lead, who is
portrayed by Shan MacDonald, and the result is a unique visual
style that straddles the line between narrative fiction and documentary. Murmur premiered at the Toronto International Film
Festival last year, where it won the FIPRESCI Prize for the Discovery Program.
Having worked with Young on her short film Green, cinematographer and associate member Jeff Wheaton was thrilled when
the director asked him to shoot Murmur. “There is something
very raw and deeply emotional about how Heather engages the
subjects in her films. Heather is especially interested in stories
about women, their place in the world, and the things that affect
them,” he says. “She is the only person I know who could tell this
story. She has the empathy and compassion for these complex
and nuanced narratives. She knows how to build trust with her
subjects, so I was very excited to work with her again.”
Wheaton says one of the first things he always asks a director
is what aspect ratio they want to shoot in, and when Young suggested 4:3, he was immediately supportive. They began to look
at other films shot in 4:3 for inspiration, including Paul Schrader’s 2018 drama First Reformed (shot by Alexander Dynan) and
Pawel Pawlikowski’s 2013 feature Ida (lensed by Ryszard Lenczewski and Łukasz Żal) and “almost everything shot by Andrea
Arnold,” Wheaton says. They also looked at photographers like
Jen Davis and Brian M. Cassidy and pored over Square Magazine,
an online magazine about square format photography. “And that
became our look book in a lot of ways,” Wheaton says. “This is
what spoke to us, a lot of negative space, closeup portraits, just
very realist and humanist photography, especially since it was
going to be so much about one character and observing her with
compassion and empathy.”
The aspect ratio lent itself well to the themes of loneliness and
isolation depicted in the film. “I think that’s where the 4:3 aspect
ratio really shined. Confining your actor into a tighter frame really makes that negative space seem more immense. So you have
these intimate portraits of Shan and can feel what she is going
through; the expressions on her face are laid bare, and square
format really frames someone very well,” Wheaton observes.
The production secured a Canon C300 Mark II from the Atlantic Filmmakers Cooperative. “Luckily, the C300 Mark II at
2K can shoot 12-bit 4:4:4 colour space, so that was very usable
for us,” Wheaton says. “I was able to go to Craig Milne at Sim
Digital and ask for a set of the Zeiss standard speeds. It’s just a

bit of a nicer glass to work with and not as sharp.
“Because of the many restrictions with our budget, one of the
rules Heather made right out of the gate was, ‘I don’t want any
movie lights on set,’” the cinematographer recalls. “So that was
an interesting starting point. I totally get that when you’re working with non-actors or animals on set, you want to keep everything contained and not have a forest of gear to move through.”
Wheaton worked with art director Ryan Vessey to incorporate as many incandescent lights of varying wattages as possible
throughout the main location, which was Donna’s house. “For
the most part, we used a lot of mixed lighting with practicals. I
think that’s Heather’s aesthetic – to not overdramatize the lighting, not make it feel like we’re filming a movie. To feel like you’re
in someone’s home, in someone’s life. And even in places where
there were a lot of fluorescent lights, we would just use those
lights because there’s nothing more glaringly real than overhead
lighting. There’s something about keeping it simple and keeping
it close to what real life feels like – whether using the glow from
a television or the harshness of the fluorescents – that lends to
the documentary feel Murmur holds.
“In a lot of spaces, I would adapt to the natural or practical
light I discovered,” he adds. “But we used more nets and silks
or duvetyn and ND gels, constantly manipulating the light in
the spaces we arrived in, trying “Heather Young is the only
to disrupt or soften or slow light person I know who could
down just so that the overall dytell this story. She has the
namic range was under control.”
Preparation was key when it empathy and compascame to working with MacDon- sion for these complex
ald, who was acting in her first
film. “With non-professional ac- and nuanced narratives.
tors, you’re inviting them into She knows how to build
your world, and you want to
make them feel comfortable so trust with her subjects,
they can be vulnerable for us. so I was very excited to
Heather was exceptional at prework with her again.”
paring Shan to come to set and
know what to expect,” Wheaton
observes. “We had a fun dinner together to get to know each
other before we started shooting.” Once on set, he prioritized
making MacDonald feel comfortable. “I want to give a lot of
space for a performer to move. We would do much longer takes
with Shan than we might with professional actors,” he says.
“Shan is comfortable in her own skin and comfortable with the
crew. But she also revealed this bold vulnerability, which could
be shocking to witness.
“Trying to build a creative space, whether for a professional
actor or a non-professional actor, is always something I’m aspiring to do. I want to get all our equipment out of the way so
there is space for the performers to move and they have the least
amount of distractions, and all the technical parts of what we do
becomes invisible,” he says.
Donna’s isolation is further underscored through composition and framing – secondary characters speaking to Donna are
Canadian Cinematographer - February 2020 •
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Above: DP Jeff Wheaton with director Heather Young.
Left and previous page: Shan MacDonald as Donna.

“There’s something about keeping it simple
and keeping it close to what real life feels
like – whether using the glow from a television or the harshness of the fluorescents – that
lends to the documentary feel Murmur holds.
typically not shown, and there are many lingering closeup shots
of her face. “Staying with Shan and how she was being affected
by each event was so powerful to see,” Wheaton says. “Once I
saw Heather’s edits coming together, I was so moved, I thought,
‘This is going to be Shan’s story.’
“I did break the no movie light on set rule” when shooting MacDonald’s closeups, he admits. “I built this inconspicuous little
lightbox with an incandescent bulb in it with a bit of diffusion
that I could bring closer just to help with the lighting, to give a bit
of modelling and just compliment her features a little bit.”
Another rule Young implemented was that the camera remain
locked down at all times, a restriction that suited Wheaton just
fine. “I loved it; I have to admit I absolutely loved the challenge,”
he says. “In a lot of ways, it gives more freedom for Shan to not
be distracted by anything else going on. It felt like we were doing photography, just building these little portraits of time and
space. I felt freed up for the first time in a long time by not having the camera attached to me, not having to think, ‘What movements do we need to make this scene more dynamic?’ When
what is happening in front of us is dynamic, we don’t need to
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make it more so. It gives the audience an opportunity to sit and
observe this experience and let the story wash over them.”
Contrary to what one might expect, working with the animals
“was such a fun and interesting experience,” Wheaton says.
“Heather has been involved with the community of people who
bring home rescue animals and she’s volunteered at animal shelters since high school. So again, she is the only person I would
trust to make a movie like this. To her, the most important creatures on that set are the animals. She’ll stop everything for them
if something’s going wrong. She literally cast each creature in
the film. She went out and met each of them and planned play
dates to make sure all the animals that were going to be in the
room together were going to get along. There was also someone
who worked at one of the shelters who helped as our animal
wrangler.”
For Wheaton’s part, working with the animals was not so different to dealing with non-actors. “Here’s a bunch of creatures
with a lot of personality, so you’re still playing by the same rules
to not distract them, let them be who they are,” he says.
The lead dog, Charlie, was surprisingly cooperative given his
age, Wheaton says. “He was very much an old man of a dog and
was fairly easy to get along with,” the cinematographer recalls.
“Once he realized he was coming to hang out with us every day,
he became very relaxed with his new family and played out his
scenes. There was one big scene with all the dogs where I was
so busy concentrating on what was going on, and Charlie came
over and peed right on my foot. And his owner was like, ‘Oh, he
owns you now.’”

Tech Column

Virtual Sets Merge Digital Game
Engines with Cinematography

Still from The Mandalorian.

T

he Mandalorian, the Disney series now streaming, has
created a buzz far beyond its entertainment value. What
cinematographers are talking about – and by extension
crews, directors, producers and post – is how it has used an emerging form of virtual production technology to create stunning
vistas and backdrops.
Virtual productions have been around for a long time, of course,
from projected backdrops, to green screens, CG and motion capture, but this is a leap beyond. This incarnation uses a wall of large
high-resolution LED screens to display a seamless background.
Make no mistake, however, these aren’t your sports arena Jumbotrons. These are extremely large, high-res LCD or OLED
walls and, of course, extremely expensive. The result is fine pixel
screens that match up with large sensor capture on tight shots.
Also, the screens produce a light of their own so the set lighting,
especially the key light, has to be adjusted accordingly. Second,
the vista is not static. It is programmed to have 3D depth and
perspective. So as the actors move in front of the screens and the
camera perspective tracks left or right or up or down, the perspective of the background also shifts in a much more realistic
way.
The technology is not new in that it has been developed by the
video game industry over many years of creating immersive,
role-playing games. In fact, the ILM version uses the game engine
from Epic, creator of titles like Fortnite and Infinity Blade and Unreal, the now vintage first-person shooter game that spawned the
game engine of the same name, Unreal Engine, now in its fourth
iteration. It’s a complete suite of software with all the tools developers need to create their own worlds, whether for gaming or,
now, cinematography. It’s also being increasingly used in virtual
reality productions, training videos, commercials and animation
productions.
In movie making, the technology has shifted from being used to
design 3D concepts of sets to allow the director and DP a “virtual
reality” walkthrough to actually becoming the sets via Stagecraft.

Generically, it’s known as virtual production, but ILM jumped
the gun and has branded its version as Stagecraft – from stagecraft – the process of building sets and staging in live theatre, but
this technology is light years ahead of its roots.
It’s also a galaxy far, far beyond predecessor technologies like
green screen or back projection.
In its virtual production field guide, Epic Games says: “……
(it’s) like parallel processing. It removes the barriers between live
production and visual effects, so that they can occur simultaneously instead of inline.”
For camera and lighting makers, this is a game changer, says
ARRI President Glenn Kennel. “Yes, we’re following this, and we
are working with the people involved like ILM and Epic Games
because we are interested in integrating our cameras and lighting
equipment for it,” he says. The freedom of being able to virtually
create a set is liberating, he allows, but that’s offset by the cost.
It’s not cheap. Mandalorian racks up $15 million an episode, according to some reports, and that price tag alone will put it out of
reach for many productions, at least initially.
But these are early days, Kennel says, and despite the sticker
price shock, there are some ways to offset them. “You will need
people on set trained to work with this technology specifically,
program it and adjust it,” he says. “But a lot of the work being
done in post can move to capture.”
In the Epic field guide, Zach Alexander, founder and COO of
Lux Machina, put it this way: “Every hour of preproduction is
worth two hours of production.”
There’s a learning curve too, Kennel says, with all stakeholders
now looking at how this is going to affect them. ARRI, he says, is
looking at issues like refresh rates for the screen and flicker issues,
which may affect cameras. Also, which of their lighting lineup
works best in the virtual setup and whether any technology changes need to be made to better synch with the new systems.
“The benefit is that it’s What-You-See-Is-What-You-Get, the actor, the director, everyone sees it, unlike a green screen,” he says.
“the cinematographer sees it and can adjust the lighting in the
foreground and background.” With programmable LEDs, the
lighting can be tweaked in real time on set, ultimately speeding
up the process somewhat, he adds.
And, as new technology roots, it makes old technology obsolete.
Libraries full of static backgrounds will give way to moving vistas
in 360, which will need to be captured and archived as demand
grows. It’s not hard to see the synergistic benefit that accrues to
game makers who can also pull those background captures for
their own offerings.
Ian Harvey is a journalist who has been writing about digital disruption for
20 years. He welcomes feedback and eagerly solicits subject matter ideas
at ian@pitbullmedia.ca.
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Production Notes & Calendar

Classifieds

100, THE VII (series)

DP Gerald Packer csc

to March 19

Langley

BONZO AKA TWILIGHT
ZONE II (series)

DP Craig Wrobleski csc

to March 17

Vancouver

CHILLING ADVENTURES
OF SABRINA, THE II
(series)

DP Stephen Maier (alternating
episodes)

to February 19

Langley

DETENTION ADVENTURES
II (web series)

DP Gregor Hagey csc

to February 8

Toronto

EXPANSE, THE V (series)

DP Jeremy Benning csc &
Ray Dumas csc (alternating
episodes)

to February 26

Toronto

FLASH, THE VI (series)

DP Brenton Spencer csc (odd)
& Alwyn J. Kumst csc (even)

to April 17

Vancouver

GRAVITY PRODUCTIONS
AKA TWILIGHT ZONE
(series)

DP Craig Wrobleski csc

March 16

Vancouver

GREEN HARVEST III
(series)

DP Glen Keenan csc C Camera
Operator J.P. Locherer csc

to February 6

Toronto

HOME BEFORE DARK II
(series)

DP C. Kim Mikes csc

to June 24

Richmond

NANCY DREW, THE (series)

DP John Bartley csc, asc

to April 7

North Vancouver

OMENS (series) DP
Bernard Couture csc

to March 16

Burnaby

RADIO NOWHERE AKA THE
STAND (series)

DP Elie Smolkin csc
(alternating episodes)

to March 23

Vancouver

RIVERDALE IV (series)

DP Ronald Richard (odd
episodes)

to April 17

Langley

SISTER RISING III – (fka
STREETS OF YESTERDAY)
(series)

DP Marc Laliberté csc (even
episodes) 2nd Unit DP Paul
Sarossy csc, asc, bsc

to February 28

Toronto

SNOWPIERCER II (series)

DP Thomas Burstyn csc, nczs
(alternating episodes)

to March 20

Langley

SUPERGIRL V (series)

DP Michael Storey csc (even
episodes) 2nd Unit B Cam Op
Justin Beattie

to March 17

Langley

SUPERNATURAL XV
(series)

DP Serge Ladouceur csc
Camera Operator Brad
Creasser

to April 3

Burnaby

WINTER IN VAIL (MOW)

DP Neil Cervin csc

Calgary

WOKE (series)

DP François Dagenais csc
Camera Operator Jim Van Dijk

to February 25

North Vancouver

WYNONNA EARP IV
(series)

DP Gavin Smith csc

to May 15

Calgary

FEBRUARY
4-5, William F. White February Freeze, Toronto, whites.com
6-7, HSC 25th Anniversary & Cinematographer’s
Conference, Budapest, hscmot.hu
15-16, CSC Tabletop Lighting Workshop, Toronto, csc.ca
22-23, ICG 669/CSC Lighting Faces Workshop, Vancouver,
csc.ca
MARCH
11-15, Kingston Canadian Film Festival, Kingston, ON,
kingcanfilmfest

@canadiancinematographer
@csc_CDN

CANON zoom lens - $500: 8mm. to 120mm. B4 Bayonet Lens mount.
Lens has 2X Doubler. Lens is Switchable from 4:3 to 16:9. Macro
capable. Lens hood and cap included. Excellent condition.
2 complete Kino Flo Diva Lite 401 Packages $500 Each. Both Lights are
in Perfect Condition. Each Package Includes: 1 Diva Lite 401 fixture;
Floziers; 4 x 3200 Degree Light Tubes; 4x 5600 Degree Light Tubes;
Both have excellent Travel Cases Each Package
Contact: 1michaelsavoie1@gmail.com
COLORTRAN Nook light with bard doors and bulb. Includes long power
cable and Quartzcolor 2K switch. $75.
LOWEL Blender with AC power adapter, battery adapter for Canon
E6 batteries, 1 protective screen, 3 diffusion screens. Very Good
condition. $250.
CHIMERA Triolet with 3 bulb adaptors, Chimera 9890 ring, glass
diffusion dome and small Chimera pancake lantern (type 1864). $475.
CHIMERA Extra Small Video Pro Plus with 3 screens (type 8115,
16"x22"). New condition. $200.
CHIMERA Small Video Pro Plus Strip bank. (type 8155, 9"x 36"). Good
condition. $250.
gefilterfish@yahoo.com 416.587-4848
Panasonic DVCPRO Digital Video Recorder D230H
SONY BETACAM SP Recorder UVW-1800
JVC S-Video Cassette Recorder BR-S800U
Panasonic H1350 Colour Monitor
JVC 9" Colour Monitor
JVC Hi Resolution Colour Monitor
A VERY GOOD DEAL FOR SOMEONE
Contact Robert Bocking csc for further information.
416 636-9587 or rvbocking@rogers.com
ALEXA ITEMS FOR SALE
Arri Alura T2.9. 18-80mm (PL Mount, Feet) CAD$20,000 OBO
Arri Eyepiece Leveler (EL-3) Brand New
CAD$400 OBO
Arri Viewfinder Cable Medium KC151S
Brand New CAD$350 OBO
Please email Ian Toews csc at: ian@291filmcompany.ca
Canon CN-E Prime Lenses
24mm T1.5, 35mm T1.5, 50mm T1.5
In excellent condition. EF mount, covers S35
and full frame. Asking $3400 each.
Contact info@johnker.com.
35 4x5.6 Schneider filters: ND’s, color correction, diffusion, grads
2 138mm Tiffen Tobacco, Sunset grad
2 138mm Schneider Tru Pola, 85 Pola
2 138mm Schneider CU diopter #1, Cu Diopter
• includes case and pouches for every filter.
• Excellent condition
• 4x5.6 and 138mm. clears included
Today’s value in U.S. dollars $13,705 U.S.
Selling price $9,500 CDN
CONTACT: Bert Tougas H: 514-634-2374 C: 514-913-2376
I have 15 - 3x3 Tiffen filters for sale - fogs, Promists Grads, 812's etc.
all with cases. $185.00 - contact Barry Casson csc - 250-721-2113 or
e-mail bcasson@speakfilm.com

MARCH
13-14, IMAGO_SBC CINE EXPO, Brussels, Belgium,
imagoawards.org
14, IMAGO Awards, Brussels, Belgium, imagoawards.org
23-29, Canadian Screen Week, Toronto, academy.ca/
awards
APRIL
4, CSC Awards, Arcadian Court, Toronto, csc.ca
18-22, NAB Show, Las Vegas, nabshow.com
25, CSC Screening at TIFF, Eternal Sunshine of the
Spotless Mind with DP Ellen M. Kuras asc, csc.ca

Canadian Cinematographer welcomes feedback, comments
and questions about the magazine and its contents. Please send your
letters to editor@csc.ca. Letters may be edited for clarity and space.
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EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

TIFFEN ULTRA STEADICAM , HD Ultrabrite color monitor ,HDMI
Decimator 2,Iso-elastic arm, 4-24 volt batteries, 1-Pag battery charger
24v,1-Lentequip battery charger 12/24v,Klassen vest and carrying bag,
1 Preston F1+Z transmitter
1 Preston MDR-1 receiver,1 Preston control, 2 motors, 2 batteries,
charger, numerous Hill motor mount brackets rossette brackets and
rods, 1 long dovetail plate,1 short dovetail plate, 1 docking bracket,1
fgs wheel chair/dolly adaptor,rain cover, too many cables, hard cases
and accessories to list.This rig was well maintained looks new,all it
needs is a few upgrades.
$3,5000.00 can 416 817 3938 or acadian@rogers.com Rick
Kearney
Preston FIZ 2 kit - $5,000
2 x Arri MB-20 studio matte box - $8,000
Arri LMB-15 Clip-on matte box - $1,200
Power-Pod Classic - $5,000
Please contact Michael Balfry csc @: michaelbalfry@gmail.
com for a complete list of items.
Looking for a set of old, no longer used, standard legs with Mitchell
base. Or any type of disused heavy camera support.
This is to be used to mount a Mitchell BNCR camera in order to place
it on display. Anyone with access to such a tripod or with information
about one, please contact me: rawi@earthlink.net 416-691-6865

CAMERA CLASSIFIED IS A FREE SERVICE
PROVIDED FOR CSC MEMBERS.
For all others, there is a one-time $25 (plus GST) insertion fee. Your ad
will appear here and on the CSC’s website, www.csc.ca. If you have
items you would like to buy, sell or rent, please email your information
to editor@csc.ca.

A Cut Above

Photograph by Melissa Thompson
Courtesy Sony Electronics

Building on the uncompromising quality of its popular FS7 series, Sony’s new PXW-FX9
XDCAM sets a dramatic new standard for image quality, performance and flexibility.
The newly designed 6K full-frame sensor oversamples and captures images superbly in
both 4K (Ultra HD) and HD. You can also switch to Super35 mode, changing the lens
crop factor, which allows you to easily push in on the action. There’s also Dual Base ISO,
so you can quickly adapt to challenging low light conditions without affecting noise, plus
an electronic variable ND filter – the world’s first for a full-frame sensor – giving you fluid
control over your exposure. The new enhanced Fast Hybrid AF locks onto and tracks your
subject with unprecedented precision, and a built-in gyro captures data, allowing you to
process footage in post, so it can be made to look like it was shot using a gimbal.
Producing incredible images with 15 stops of dynamic range, you’ll also be shooting with
the same cinematic colour science developed for Sony’s world leading VENICE cine camera.
We could go on, but we think you get the picture. Drop by your nearest Vistek to see
for yourself.
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